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Josh Carpenter has almost literally run into his mate, and after living his whole life believing he would never
have one, he does not want to let Taylor Cadman get away so easily.

Taylor grew up believing that alphas were cruel to their omega mates, and if Josh wants to mate with him
then Taylor will do it on one condition. Taylor will be in charge.

It goes against all of Josh’s instincts, but if it means he can keep his mate, then he’ll do it. Truth be told,
being a submissive isn’t his cup of tea at first. But as Taylor open’s Josh’s mind to the sort of sex they can
have, he begins to realize that taking the submissive role doesn’t make him less of an alpha.

Then their relationship is tested to the extreme when Taylor comes clean about his bloody past, and a group
of rogue wolves attack, threatening everything the luna werewolves have built.
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From Reader Review The Omega in Control for online ebook

Shibumi says

Liked the book and where the series is headed so far. Glad there's 18 already...lol. Only issue I had with it
was in book one Josh appeared to only have slept with women then in book to all of a sudden he knew what
to do with a male mate as well as already in the past had had anal sex? Kinda confused me.

Sanet says

Re read in may 2017 - still loved it- still fluffy :)

I really did not see that coming .... really ..... normally with this kind of series one can see a plot grow and the
next move is predictable .... not this one.... no no no no!!!! It was great :)

Really fell in love with Josh.... not you average alpha boy ..... no insta love here.... they really needed to work
on it and I loved that about this story.

Still a bit short and a bit more filling would have worked just fine for me!

Looking forward to number 3 in this series already :)

Christy says

I really enjoyed Josh and Taylor's story. The whole concept of an alpha taking the submissive role was one I
think the author did a pretty good job on. I'm definitely looking forward to more in this series!

~SexyBookWorm~ says

This book was not what I was hoping for. The relationship between Josh and Taylor is so unbalanced it's
uncomfortable to read about. Taylor refuses to open up and be vulnerable with his mate and Josh just gives
into whatever Taylor wants and their relationship goes no where. I was really disappointed that the second
book was such a downgrade from the first. It may be bias but I like when I can feel like love and desire
between the mated couple. But here I felt nothing but awkwardness and mismatch-ness :)

Helle says

In this book we follow Taylor Cadman that is a omega and Josh Carpenter that is a alpha, because of a dark
past Taylor never want someone to control him. He saw his sire beat the man that bore him, but that is
something more to that, that we will found out later.



The war with the "normal" werewolves are still there and they are not save as long they only are three Mates:

Roarke their leader alpha/Westley omega mate to Roarke and pregnant
Jason alpha/ Matt omega
Josh alpha/Taylor omega

Every alpha have a mate omega, the omega males have the ability to get pregnant and have healing powers.

There is a new fight for live and dead, because the "normal" werewolves want revenge for their dead ones.
Only in last moment the three Mates are saved by other Luna werewolves and one Bear shifter.

So know we have 10 more Luna werewolves and one Bear shifter: 7 alphas and 3 omegas

Ash Fisher is a Bear shifter and saved Taylor when to alpha "normal" werewolves want to kill him.

I know two of the new omegas: Bastion and Warren.

This book show that even if your past is dark, then you have a chance in life to find the speciel and perfect
mate, that kind and lovely to you. That honesty can help you heal in your hearth and soul, that it's always a
family and better alphas that never will misuse their power in their pack, a pack that is fair and full of love,
protecting and family.

Now I have new questions with regard to all these new people, so many new mystery about every new
person *sigh* I never found out about every persons life, before there are new questions LOL

I really love this serie about a new race and they way they fight to get to the new pack, to find safety, love
and family. Please more and I still wish the books were longer. The stories is amazing and great, superb. Sex
and H/C in the books, the danger and the survive to live in a World were all want to kill Them.

A??ela W. says

This book was not what I was hoping for. The relationship between Josh and Taylor was weird at first. I do
like this series and I was glad to so that the Luna pack is growing and getting stronger. I am not sure about
the bear shifter.

multitaskingmomma says

Original Blog Post: http://headouttheoven.blogspot.com/20...

After reading Captured with His Pregnant Mate (Luna Werewolves #1), I was kind of anticipating this
second installment. Josh is an unlikely hero to merit a second installment but the thought of Taylor was a bit
intriguing and so I just jumped for this second book.

The story of the building of the Luna Pack was really well done, especially when the presence of more Luna



Wolves coming in at the most opportunate moment was unexpected but welcomed by the pack and by
myself. I was sort of getting desperate here for the pack not to get dessimated being outnumbered and all.
There was quite a bit of action here - the wolf fight was pretty messy and painful to the imagination. Marcy
Jacks is quite descriptive when it comes to bites, pounding and smashing and gore, so I felt the pads of my
feet tingling at the gore. This is surprising as I am not in any way fearful of gore. The tingling was good!

However, the Omega In Control was a bit of a disappointment in terms of the romance between Josh and
Taylor. Theirs was a romance that did not quite reach me as much as Roarke's and Westley's did. There was
a bit of BDSM and sex toys in the mix, but again, it did not quite work for me either. Although I must say
that the thought of an Omega being in control does not have that same kind of impact as an alpha doing the
dominating so that may just be it. However, as I said, the overall arc of the series was well written and the
plot for the series developed very well. This is the main reason why I rated it a 3. So yes, I will definitely rate
this as one series that I am most likely to follow, especially after that ending and sneak peek! Again,
curiosity if getting the better of me, but in a truly good way.

Hc says

Interesting....

At one point, I thought..maybe I jumped into this series too soon to really be looking forward to all to follow.
Josh, our half-breed, hooks up with his mate. Seeing as Taylor has major issues being the submissive half,
Josh as the alpha is willing to do anything to give them a chance. I thought this spoke highly of his character
that he's going against his nature as the dominating factor for his mate.

Thou I must say that the 'trickle' of power through their connection should have been a dead giveaway to
them that they weren't fully bonded. I did have some problems with the fight scene near the end, seeing as
the alphas don't fight back to save Taylor and that a whole bunch of luna wolves show up right then to
basically save the day. This kind of diminished Roarke in my eyes. Yes, I know that's not fair seeing as they
are clearly outnumbered but this is more to the fact that they didn't even try to shift. Oh wait, the luna form is
slower and easier to take advantage of...forgot about that. Would have liked to see Josh in luna form..was
very interested in how the half-breed status has on his form. Perhaps in a future book we'll get a chance.

With the end of the book being the set up for the next, again.. Must say the author is reeling me in again..
Can't wait to get the down low on this and see who's matched up with who....

Toofan says

half a star!
So far the worse book I have read from Marcy Jacks.
I found the beginning somewhat confusing, and only after finishing the book, I noticed that the first couple
of pages of this story must have been in the first volume, which I didn't read, because I simply hate reading
about pregnancy and pregnant mates in general and male pregnancy in particular. So I bothered to get hold of
and read the last few pages of the first volume , only to learn that many things mentioned there are being
contradicted in this book.
Ignoring this issue, this book is still a big let down.



To begin with it lacks unity, it reads like unconnected ideas conglomerated together with lots of
pornographic descriptions which unfortunately also feel forced and unrelated.
in addition there is a constant contradiction of previously mentioned events and facts, which makes me
wonder if any body has ever bothered to proof read this book?
Furthermore,the last few chapters are the worst type of Deus ex machina . The sudden, unexpected, out of
the blue problem resolution was unbelievable to the extend of being an insult to all readers. Not to mention
that, time flow at the last few chapters isn't in harmony with the rest of the book.
The book ends with the first chapter of the next book and considering that this author can also , if the poor
editing is ignored, write acceptable and entertaining books there might even be a chance that the next book
turns out worth reading.

V says

Not at many sex scenes as the previews story, however, these guys for sure are horny and the author is
making sure you know about it.
I never thought I will say this but, can we have more plot and less sex next time? I really like to know more
about this kind of shifters and some of the new characters are looking very interesting.

Gina says

2.9 stars.

Mike says

Some Alpha/Omega wolf role reversal and reciprocal heat

Overall, the writing is a typical Siren, smutty read, with plenty of explicit male on male action with a silly
but sometimes entertaining werewolf/paranormal plot thrown in. However, the role reversal, while relatively
simplistic, really worked well for me, providing for some basic but tantalizing reciprocal heat.

Diane Dannenfeldt says

I have enjoyed the books from this author so far. The relationship between these two was kind of odd but
overall I did like it. Even though Tyler is not an Alpha, he didn't hesitate to jump into the fight to help defend
their small pack. I liked how they didn't push Art out just because he was a bear shifter. Wish the baby would
have been born already. I wonder how long they are pregnant for. It appears that poor Westley has been
pregnant 12 mths or so.

My issue is not the stories them self but the cost of the e-books. At almost $5 a pop for such a short story, I
don't think I will be continuing on. If they were full length novels and not novellas I wouldn't hesitate. I will
most definitely be keeping my eye on them should the prices drop to a more reasonable amt, or the stories



get longer.

Serena Yates says

This second book of the luna werewolf series sets out to "debunk" another myth in shifterland and change
the rules for this world. Where the first book focuses on an alpha wolf shifter who learns to love someone
else's child that his mate already carries when they meet, this volume focuses on the "alpha always dominates
the omega" idea and has the omega take control, at least initially.

Taylor is a wolf shifter with issues stemming not only from his past and the way his parents behaved toward
him and each other, but he also carries a deep, dark secret that makes him think nobody can possibly accept
and love him. When he finds out that Josh, an alpha, is his mate, he knows there'll be trouble. He insists he
needs to be in control at all times, and is stunned when Josh accepts that. But all isn’t well even though they
go through the mechanics of becoming mates. Different from an "automatic bond" that happens so often in
stories like this, these guys struggle. The emotions are severely lacking, all they have is lust. And the
expected energy transfer between mates just cannot reach full strength.

Josh is as shocked by this as Taylor. Josh may be an alpha, but he is willing to do almost anything to be with
the mate he finally found, and bottoming isn’t a real issue for him. What turns out to be the problem between
them is the emotional distance Taylor wants to keep at all cost. Add to that Josh's own fears about Taylor
hating him when he finds out Josh's dark secret, and the barriers between them seem insurmountable. In fact,
they are serious enough to stop the bonding between them fully taking place, and I loved that. I think this
idea about the lack of an emotional connection slowing down or hindering the effects of the bonding is pretty
fascinating. Josh and Taylor, of course, are mystified and it takes them a while to figure it all out. Much sex
is had in the process, so they didn’t suffer too much.

The male pregnancy idea is back as well, and while Westley does not yet give birth in this book, the
discussion of what will happen when he does is ongoing. And when Taylor insists on using condoms for
birth control when he bottoms, I have to admit I smiled. If you like shifter stories with a difference (taking
them even "farther out there" than traditional paranormals), if you enjoy reading about mates who know they
are mates but are lacking the immediate connection and have to work for it, and if you're looking for a read
with lots, and lots, and lots of hot shifter-on-shifter action, then you will probably like this novella.

Skye Blue ?*~??(´?`?)~*? says

I have enjoyed this more than I thought I would, and I am planning to read the next book.

I am a little confused on the women situation.
In the previous book, Josh had said he had only liked girls in the past, but seemed fine finding a male
mate...but in this book, Josh had previously bottomed, and there was no mention of him being previously
strait.

Also, (I might remember it wrong) I thought that it was said that they were an all male race..(which would



make sense on why the males have the babies, but then they wondered if the baby would be a boy or girl.

Anytime a female is referenced, it has be scratching my head.

I like the little lead ins to the next book, at the end.

I liked the concept of the omega dominating the alpha, and I like that the next book has the omega leaving an
abusive alpha.


